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Small size.

I am sorry, I don’t understand. Choices are individual-size, medium, or large. What size?

Individual-size.

So that’s an individual-size chicken and mushrooms pizza on a thin crust, correct?

Yes.

Would you like to add some blue cheese at no additional cost?

No! I don’t like blue cheese.

Okay, adding blue cheese.
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Okay, adding blue cheese.

No, you idiot!

No insults please. I’m limited to my programming.
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Programming languages for the dialog controller
Finite automata, e.g.:

```
start
-> not @size

@size
---
@size

not @size / print "What size?"; read input

help / print "Choices are individual-size, medium, or large."

not understood / print "I am sorry, I don’t understand."
```

Frames, e.g.:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Slot</th>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Prompt</th>
<th>Help text</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$size</td>
<td>@size = enum { individual size, medium, large }</td>
<td>What size?</td>
<td>Choices are individual-size, medium, or large.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$crust</td>
<td>@crust = enum { thin / New York style, thick / Chicago style }</td>
<td>What crust?</td>
<td>Choices are thin or thick.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$toppings</td>
<td>Need a sub-dialog for collecting list here ...</td>
<td>What toppings?</td>
<td>You can pick zero or more of ...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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$\texttt{crust}$

\begin{verbatim}
@crust = enum {thin / New York style, thick / Chicago style}
\end{verbatim}

What crust?
Choices are thin or thick.

$\texttt{toppings}$

\begin{verbatim}
Need a sub-dialog for collecting list here ...
\end{verbatim}

What toppings?
You can pick zero or more of …
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Specify linear sequence of interactions, concise, flexible, with error correction.

Chat-bot / parser analogy

Grammar example

\[
\text{pizza ::= topping}^* \crust \text{ size} \\
\text{topping ::= ‘chicken’| ‘mushrooms’| ‘blue cheese’} \\
\text{crust ::= ‘thin’/‘New York style’} \\
| ‘thick’/‘Chicago style’ \\
\text{size ::= ‘individual-size’| ‘medium’| ‘large’}
\]
Grammar example

```plaintext
pizza ::= topping* crust size
topping ::= ‘chicken’|‘mushrooms’|‘blue cheese’
crust ::= ‘thin’/‘New York style’
       |‘thick’/‘Chicago style’
size ::= ‘individual-size’|‘medium’|‘large’
```

Broader issues with Cognitive Systems

- Safety and trust
- Modularity and reuse
- Lifecycle management
- Boot-strapping
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Grammar example

\[
\text{pizza} ::= \text{topping}^* \text{crust} \text{size}
\]
\[
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\]
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\text{‘thick’|‘Chicago style’}
\]
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Broader issues with Cognitive Systems

- Safety and trust
- Modularity and reuse
- Lifecycle management
- Boot-strapping

Thank you all for your attention, and thank you Circular Bot for your help!

Your blue-cheese pizza is ready now.
Just kidding.